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Key role of temperature in ferromagnetic Bloch point simulations
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Bloch points in permalloy cylinders are investigated using a micromagnetic framework, where thermal effects
are included via the Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch equation of motion. We show that this enables micromagnetic
modeling of a Bloch point avoiding the problem of singularities, which have been rep0l1ed in the literature so
far. The details of the Bloch point which we reveal are compared with earlier analytic approximations describing
its geometry and the magnetization drop in its center. The temperature dependence of characteristic parameters,
like the Bloch point radius or the azimuthal inflow angle is given in the full temperature range.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bloch points (BP) are small objects that have attracted
attention recently as they play an essential role during
the process of vOltex core (VC) switching. I - 3 Magnetic
vortices themselves are of great interest for their possible
application in new magnetic storage concepts 4 or in subgigahertz wave generators. 5 A magnetic vortex is basically
composed of a rotational exterior and a narrow elongated
interior-called a core-where the magnetization is pointing out of the plane containing the vortex. A BP is the
point, where the orientation (polarity) of the VC changes
(see Fig. I), occurring, for example, during switching of
the Vc. I •3 In "classical" micromagnetism the magnetization
length is kept constant. 6 With that assumption classical
micromagnetism is actually a zero-temperature approach,
neglecting thermal fluctuations, and a BP is a singularity.7
In its close vicinity "any direction of the magnetization is
present."g
There have already been several trials to investigate the BP
by micromagnetic simulations'.3,8- 11 All of these investigations
were, however, performed in the framework of classical
micromagnetism, where the BP is a singularity and serious
problems appear when treating it in a numerical wayY·11
Criterion of reliable simulations is as following: The maximum
angle between magnetization vectors in neighboring cells
~ipmax must remain small (typically ;S 300 ; see Ref. 12).
When the BP is a singularity this condition cannot be fulfilled,
since one always gets a large ~ipmax in the vicinity of the
BP, up to 180 One could try to circumvent this problem by
exploring the limit of small cell sizes c -+ 0. 9 This, however,
does not remove the core of the problem: micromagnetism is
a continuum theory, while the BP at T = 0 is discontinuous.
For finite temperatures, due to thermal fluctuations, there
is no reason to assume a constant magnetization magnitude.
Following a mean-field approximation for atomistic spins
interacting with a heat bath via the stochastic Landau-LifshitzGilbert equation an improved dynamic equation of motion
for the thermal macroscopic magnetization of the ferromagnet was proposed,13 the Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch (LLB)
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Here, anisotropy effects are omitted (we focus our attention
on permalloy, Py), M is the magnetization, 9 is the gyromagnetic ratio, Herr is the effective field, all = a 2T 13Tc ,
a.l = a (1 - T 13 Te), 14 a is the Gilbert damping constant, Tc
is the Curie temperature, M s is the saturation magnetization
at T = 0, M = IMI, H" is the demagnetization field, A is the
exchange constant, /-to is the vacuum permeability, Me(T) is
the equilibrium magnetization [Me(T = 0) = M s], and XII is
the longitudinal susceptibility.
Analytical theories predict that removal of the constraint
M(r) = const leads to an important result: The BP is not a
singularity anymore. IO •15 As we will show in this paper this
opens new possibilities to micromagnetic modeling of the
BP. The use of the LLB equation removes the singularity
of the problem, but it remains still a very difficult task to
simulate reliably BP-related phenomena. This is because of
the different length scales that have to be simultaneously
considered: (comparatively) large sample, thin vortex core, and
a BP having often a radius that is much smaller than the VC
radius. As a result even though we used over 2 million cells, our
low-temperature results were still dominated by discretization
.uncertainties. Although first large-scale simulations using the
LLB equation already exist,16.17 magnetostatic interactions
were not treated exactly so far. We have implemented the
LLB equation in the well-established OOMMF package. 18
II. DETAILS AND RESULTS

In our implementation we have followed the work of
Kazantseva et al. 16 without taking thermal noise into account.
The full model of a BP should of course contain fluctuations.
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(c)
FIG. I. (Color online) Permalloy cylinder containing two anti parallel vortices and a Bloch point (BP) in between them. (Left) Schema of
magnetization flow (thick arrows) around the BP. The anti parallel vortex cores are marked in blue (lower section) and red (upper section), where
the magnetization has primarily a z component. Close to the xy plane the magnetization has primarily rotational components with some inflow
tendency described by the angle y > 90°, marked in gray. In other points in space it is a mixture of both these tendencies, approximated by
us with model function MLH(r) [see Eq. (5)]. (Right) Cross sections through the sample (results of simulations for T = 600 K). Cross section
(a) is in the xy plane, while (b) and (c) are in the x z plane. Color coding in part (b): red (upper) and blue (lower) according to M ,(r) value.
Color coding in parts (a) and (c): green (gray)-white according to magnetization length-here dark means M(r) ~ Me, while white means
M(r) ~ O. Parts (a)-(c) show only the central region of the sample as used for the fitting procedure. Note that the small asymmetry visible in
parts (b) and (c) is due to the even number of simulations cells.

Dynamical effects are namely in this case important as the BP
is a highly unstable object. 3 As already mentioned modeling
of a BP is, however, complex anyhow. Thus, in the first
approximation we consider a static BP. The BP can be
artificially stabilized in numerical simulations (as described
later on), but for that it is necessary to omit fluctuations from
the modeling procedure.
As already mentioned monitoring of quality of simulations
is especially important in the case o"f a BP. To control
the validity of variable-M modeling one has to introduce a
parameter slightly different from f:..rpmax . We propose to use
a parameter f:..m max = max(IM i - Mjl)IM e, where indices
i ,j enul11er\lte neighboring cells. Following the condition .
f:..rpmax ;S 30° one concludes f:..m max ;S 1/2.
We discuss two cases. First, we simulated a cylinder with
64-nm height, equal to its diameter. In this case the discretization was finer; see details below. This sample was for us a major
source of results; if not specifically stated presented results
refer to this sample. For a comparison we have also simulated
a structure that much better resembles islands available in
experiments-a disk with 200-nm diameter and 20-nm thickness. Here the discretization is coarser; we used it mainly to
check the influence of the sample geometry. As an input for the
LLB calculations one has to provide temperature-dependent
functions describing material parameters-equilibrium magnetization Me(T), exchange constant A(T), and parallel
susceptibility XII (T) . These functions can be evaluated from
the mean-field approximation, taken from experiment, or in
a more modern way evaluated from the multiscale approach.
In our case we have followed the latter option and followed
Refs. 16,19, and 20. For simplicity we scaled the functions
calculated earlier for FePt l6 using the zero-temperature values
for Py and its Curie temperature: A(O) = 13 x 1O- 12 J/m ,
Me(O) = 0.86 X 106 Aim, Tc = 870 K. Crystalline anisotropy
was neglected; Ci was set to 0.5 (value reasonable for static
simulations). For the cylinder sample cubic discretization cells
were used . For every temperature we started our simulations

with a sample containing two vortices with the same chirality
and opposite polarity with large cell size c = 2 nm (stabilizing
the BP is easier if the grid is coarser). After relaxing the
system it was used as a starting configuration for simulations
with c = I nm and again we have relaxed it. This was used
as a starting configuration for our final simulations with
c = 0.5 nm. For the disk sample a similar procedure was
performed. Here the cells were, however, noncubic, with dimension: 0.78125 x 0.78125 x 1.25 nm 3 . All our simulations
resulted in magnetization structures qualitatively similar to
those shown in Fig. I. The BP is an unstable object. As found
out by Thiaville et al. 9 due to introduction of discretization it
is, however, possible to stabilize the BP position. To use this
idea we had to use an even number of discretization cells, as the
"BP prefers to sit farthest from mesh points"g [see Figs. I (a)
and I(c)].
Galkina et al. 15 and later Elias and Verga 10 have predicted
the following dependence of the Cartesian components of the
magnetization vector in the close vicinity of a Bloch point
centered in r = (0,0,0),

MGE(r)=Me u(~)

e)

COS(¢ + y) sin
sin(¢+y)sine
(
cose

,

(1)

e,

where
¢ refer to spherical coordinate angles. Here, the
function u(x) describes the drop of the magnetization magnitude (see Fig. 2). It is a solution of complex differential
equation; see Eq. (14) in Ref. 15. For fitting purposes we
approximated it with a rational function having appropriate
boundary properties:

v(x) =

x3

x 3 + 0.827x 2 + 1.371x
+O.827x 2 +2.37I x +2 x 1.371

(2)

Both functions, together with their difference, are shown in
Fig. 2. The length-scale factor, a , called Bloch point radius in
the following, is a distance, where the magnetization length
drops roughly by 50%. Analytical theories 10.15 predict for
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Theoretically predicted magnetization
drop (normalized) close to the BP center as a function of the di stance.
Horizontal axis is scaled similarly as in Ref. 15. Exact function, as
got by numerical solving of differenti al equation u, is shown together
with its approximation v [see Eq. (2)] . Difference U - v is shown
enlarged in the inset.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Results of our simulations as a function
of the temperature in the range from 0 to Tc . (Left ax is) Quality
parameter, L:l.m m " . The gray region corresponds to the suggested
1/2 (see text for more detail s). (Rig ht axis) BP
condition L:l.m max
radius a, as returned by our fitting procedure (solid points; fitting
errors are smaller than the points). The line shows the result of
analytical theory ; see Eq. (3).
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distances from the BP is, hence,

The second important parameter entering Eq. (I) is the
"azimuthal inflow angle" y . In the case of VCs pointing
away from the BP this angle exceeds 90° (see Fig. I). This
inward tilting reduces the demagnetization energy.7,IO Using
an analytical approach for the case of M = constand an infinite
sample Doring obtained y ~ 112°.7 Following his work Elias
and Verga 10 considered a more general case of a variable M .
When only the vicinity of the BP is taken into account they
obtained y ~ 113°.
Obviously, Eq. (I) is not able to describe the magnetization
behavior fUlther away from the BP. For small angles 8 and for
larger distances it does not converge to the solution for a vortex
core, where the z component of the magnetization, Mzvc, is a
peaked function around the axis of the vortex (x,y ) = (0,0).
The function Mzvc had to be incorporated into Eq. (I) .
Among several VC profiles described in the literature21 the
Gaussian profile, M zvdx ,y ) ex exp(-rr2(x 2 + y2)/8r~c),22
fits our simulation data best. Additionally, one should consider
a monotonic dependence of the VC radius on the z distance
from the BP center, rvdz) (see Fig. I). When searching for a
simple analytical function rvdz) that could be used to model
results of our simulations we found the best agreement for
a dependence rvdz) ex IzI1f3 . This is also consistent with
vortices in films as shown in the Appendix.
In Eq. (I) the polar angle of the magnetization M(r), 8M
in spherical coordinates, and the polar angle of the vector r
are equal: 8M = 8. To improve Eq. (I) by inclusion of the VC
shape we thus introduce parametrization:

(5)

where again e, 1jJ, and eM refer to spherical coordinate angles.
Equations (4) and (5) contain three parameters: K, the BPradius
a, and the inflow angle y. Using the function MLH(r) we have
fitted the results of our simulations in a central region of the
4 x 4 x 4 nm cylinder sample, where K, a , and y were fitting
parameters. Because simulations return the magnetization
averaged over every discretization cell, in fitting we used threedimensional convolutions of M LH . The fitted function MLH
agreed well with our simulations; the resulting parameters
were not strongly dependent on the chosen fitting region . The
results of our fitting procedure are shown in Figs. 3-5.
Figures I(a) and I(c) show clearly that indeed in our
simulations the magnetization magnitude drops close to
the BP center. On the right axis in Fig. 3 we show the
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where K is a parameter describing the z variation of the VC
radius. It is equal to the value of the VC radi us power 3/2 at
a distance along the z axis that is equal to the unit of length.
The improved equation that should be valid also for larger
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Parameter determining the variation of the
VC radius in the vicinity of the BP, K (points), as returned by our fitting
procedure. Circles are fo r the cy linder sample, while triangles are for
the disk . Fitting errors are small er than the points. For comparison
~(T) from Eq. (AI) is shown.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Inflow angle y as returned by our fitting
procedure. Circles are for the cylinder sample, while triangles are for
the disk. Fitting errors are smaller than the points.

magnetization-drop-related parameter a together with the
analytically expected au,(T). The temperature dependence of
a,h(T) is dominated by the function XII(T), diverging at Tc and
going to zero at low temperatures. a,h(T) and a agree quite well
although there is some discrepancy for small temperatures.
We attribute this problem to the relatively large cell size [as
compared to a,h(T); see below]. An appropriate description
of the BP for these temperatures requires probably smaller
cells. On the left axis of Fig. 3 we show the quality parameter
L'l.mmax. One can see that for larger temperatures L'l.mmax is
indeed smaller than the threshold 1/2 as suggested earlier in
the text. The reason we put BP radius (physical quantity) and
L'l.mmax (numerical quantity) on the same figure is because
they are strongly related to each other. For larger temperatures
a,h(T) increases and the magnetization drop in the BP center
is more gradual, thus the magnetization changes between
neighboring cells are smaller and L'l.mmax gets smaller. The
threshold value 1/2 is crossed roughly for a temperature, where
the simulation cell size (c = 0.5 nm) is comparable to the
theoretically predicted BP radius. One could thus conclude that
BP simulations fulfilling the criterion L'l.mmax ;S 1/2 should
meet the condition c ;S a,h(T). This is also consistent with our
simulations for larger cell sizes. Fitting the results for the disk
sample returned similar results for a.
The parameter K, together with HT) from Eq. (AI), is
shown in Fig. 4-separately for the flat island (disk) and for
the cylinder sample. For both considered geometries K has
quite similar value. This can be a sign that the VC radius
drop in the vicinity of the BP is not strongly affected by the
sample surfaces. Actually, the values for K and HT) should
not be directly compared with each other, as they are related
to different geometries: K describes a VC that is close to a
BP and measures how strongly the VC radius depends on the
distance from the BP. In contrast, HT) is related to a single
vortex in a film and measures how strongly its radius depends
on the film thickness. Despite these differences there is some
analogy between K and HT) and both have comparable value.
This analogy was for us a stimulus leading to Eq. (4). The fact
that ~(T) < K might be a little bit surprising. This is because a
VC on a surface of a sample containing a static BP can be wider
as compared to a case of a VC alone in the same sample-in
agreement with earlier reportsY

The inflow angle y is shown in Fig. 5- again, separately
for the disk island and for the cylinder sample. We see a
remarkable difference between these two geometr ies: In the
case of the disk sample y is much closer to 90°, which
would mean no inflow at all. The angle y depends only
on the dipolar interactions and through them on the sample
shape.7•lo This explains the different values we got in our
simulations. It explains also why our results differ from
analytical theories: Elias et ai. got 113° close to the BP center
and 112° (Doring's result) further away for a round sample. 1o
Analytical calculations for flat structures, like our disk sample,
are not present in the literature. What we know, however, is
that y should not depend on the magnetization value itself.7•lo
This is consistent with our results: Despite large changes of
the magnetization over the temperature range regarded here,
Me(830K)/ Me (OK) ~ 27%, we find small changes in y for
both considered sample geometries.
III. CONCLUSIONS

In summary we have performed a series of simulations
revealing details of a static Bloch point (BP) in permalloy
in temperatures up to 95% of the Curie temperature. To
avoid problems related to the singular character of the BPaffecting all simulations described in the literature so far-we
propose to investigate the BP at elevated temperatures. This
allowed us to answer an important question: how to perform
reliable numerical modeling of BP-related phenomena, like,
for example, vortex core reversal. The improvement of our
simulations (in comparison to earlier reports) is because of two
factors. Major one is the removal of the constraint IM I = const.
Another factor is the temperature dependence of the exchange
length: For higher temperatures this length is slightly larger,
thus the simulations are more reliable. Comparison with
analytical theories confirmed the validity of our approach.
Performing reliable BP simulations at elevated temperatures
is related to a proper choice of sufficiently small simulation
cells. This might be difficult to fulfill when using the finite
difference method. Among our results only simulations for
larger temperatures fulfill the proposed quality condition. On
the other hand, it might be easier to accomplish it in finite
element simulations, where the cloSe vicinity of the BP can
be densely discretized. The described approach can be applied
to evaluate dynamical effects, like the vortex core reversal
process. Helpful here might also be the proposed model
function MLH. Another interesting issue revealed by our study
is the relatively small temperature, where the application of
the LLB approach turns out to be important. Up to now the
use of the LLB equation was reported to be necessary only for
temperatures close to the Curie temperature. 16.17
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the VC radius has a monotonic dependence on the film
thickness R'(D) (see solid line in Fig. 6). The function
R'(D) is obtained by minimizing the total energy
+

Q
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is the exchange energy, and

is the magnetostatic energy.22 For thicker films, where
(DfJ)- 1 ~ 0 , one can expand the Taylor series - ~
,if, =
lJ.oM, D dfj
3lT~'/2 (f3b),[1 + O(fj~)l . Leaving only the first expansion term
leads to a final result (see Fig. 6),
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FIG. 6. (Color online) VC radius as a function of the film
thickness. All values are normalized similarly to Ref. 22. The function
got by Feldtkeller, R'(D),22 is compared with our approximation,
R;pr(D) (shown dashed).
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We present here results from certain approximations to
Feldtkel1er's theory of the Gaussian vortex profile.22 In films,

where we have introduced a proportionality factor ~ =
(Jr5/2 A/6fJ-o M
with the unit of length.
Despite the differences between the main subject of our
paper (the Bloch point) and the topic covered by this Appendix,
Eq. (A I) is an important result. It helped us to formulate
Eq. (4), where the VC radius close to the BP has similar power
dependence. Thus, there is some analogy between factors ~
and K; we show them both in Fig. 4.
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